Abstract. Molecular dynamics simulations using empirical potentials have been performed to describe atomic interactions during the relaxation of nanostructures. To include the quantum mechanical nature of atomic bonding a tight-binding based bond order potential is developed applying analytically the most important momenta up to 6th order. The applicability of the bond order potential and resulting enhancements in structural predictions are analyzed recalculating quantum dot relaxations and interface defects arising during bonding of two wafers with twist rotation misalignment.
Introduction
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been performed to study atomic processes related to the reordering at interfaces and relaxation of nanostructures [1] . To enhance MD, we use the bond order potential (BOP) based on the tight binding (TB) model, as it preserves the essential quantum mechanical nature of atomic bonding, yet abandons the electronic degree of freedom. Just like ab initio methods, TB calculations require complete diagonalisation of the Hamiltonian, which scales as O(N 3 ) and restricts simulations to a few thousand atoms. The analytic BOP, however, achieves O(N ) scaling by diagonalizing the orthogonal TB-Hamiltonian approximately and is recognized as a fast and accurate model for atomic interaction [2, 3] . It allows to explore the dynamics of systems on macroscopic time and length scales on the atomic level that are beyond the realm of ab initio calculations. Thus enhanced empirical TB based potentials make a sufficiently large number of particles and relaxation times up to µs accessible by MD including the electronic structure and the nature of the covalent bonds indirectly. The ability of the BOP based MD is demonstrated here by comparing relaxations of quantum dots and interface structures with those using Tersoff potentials.
Analytic bond order potentials up to 6th moments
The approximations to develop analytic BOP potentials from DFT may be summarized by the following steps (for details cf. [2, 3] and for the extensions cf. [4] ): construct the TB matrix elements by Slater-Koster two-centre integrals including s-and p-orbitals, transform the matrix to the bond representation, replace the diagonalization by Lanczos recursion, obtain the momenta from the continued fraction representation of the Green function up to order n for an analytic BOPn potential. The total cohesive potential energy U coh has three contributions: pair repulsion, promotion energy U prom , and bond energy as excess of the band energy over the individual atomic interactions U bond = 2 iα,jβ Θ jβ,iα H iα,jβ . In the BOP representation the matrix elements H iα,jβ are replaced by the Slater-Koster two-center integrals h ij and the Goodwin-Skinner-Pettifor distance scaling function. The bond order Θ iσ,jσ is equivalent to the electron density for which a concise analytical expression 1 +
can be given that electronic states and
). The contribution Φ 4σ to the 4 th moment was given in terms of the matrix-elements of the tight binding Hamiltonian,
with the cosine of the bond angle C jik , the angular function g ijk = (1 +p i C jik )/(1 +p i ), reduced TB-parametersp i = h ppσ /h ssσ , and normalized hopping integralsĥ ik = h ik /h ij etc.
The resulting semi-empirical many body potential is transferable to describe phases and configurations not included in the parameter fit, a feature not found in other empirical potentials. Moreover, transferability extends to different kinds of materials, where only the parameter need to be refitted. In the implementation of the enhanced BOP4+ a number of angular terms are included that are related to certain π bonds between neighboring atoms and contribute up to 40%, but were ignored previously. Both contributions exhibit new angular dependencies, different from those already accounted for in the expressions given in [2] and the second order BOP2 [5] . With the angle of torsion C ij,kk and the abbreviations Z = C ij,kk + C jik C ikk and ξ =π ipk /(1 +p i ) one yields the new contribution to the 4-th momentum:
Similarly on-site contributions to Φ 4σ proportional to the energy splitting δ i are included:
The improved BOP4+ allows nanoscopic structure calculations including electronic properties. Besides an accurate fit, the BOP requires well parameterized TB matrix elements or parameter optimizing, and the problem of transferability have to be considered separately. For BOP of order n = 2 [5] the bond-order term looks like a Tersoff potential and the numerical behavior of BOP2 and the empirical Tersoff potential are approximately equivalent. The details for the enhanced analytic BOP4+ [4] will be given elsewhere, complicated angular terms occur, reflecting the non-radial electronic structure of the bonds.
BOP4+ in MD relaxation of quantum dots
A quantum dot (QD) is a nanometer scaled island or region of suitable material freestanding on or embedded in semiconductor or other matrices. Especially shape, size and strain field of single QDs as well as quality, density, and homogeneity of equisized and equishaped dot arrangements are important features which control the optical properties, the emission and absorption of light, the lasing efficiency, etc. MD with suitable potentials allows to describe the relaxation and to predict structural properties of QDs. Fig. 1 (a) shows the behavior of the potential and the total energy of a SiGe/Si-island and Fig. 1 (b) the structural difference after relaxing the system up to 900K with Tersoff and BOP4+ potentials, respectively. Due to the different next and overnext relationshopping matrix elements up to 6th order -the better stiffness of the BOP4+ yields better 
BOP4+ in MD investigations of wafer bonded interfaces
Wafer bonding, i.e. the creation of interfaces by joining two wafer surfaces, has become an attractive method for many practical applications in microelectronics, micromechanics or optoelectronics. The macroscopic properties of bonded materials are mainly determined by the atomic processes at the interfaces during the transition from adhesion to chemical bonding. Thus, the description of the atomic processes is of increasing interest to support the experimental investigations or to predict the bonding behavior. Whereas bonding of two perfectly aligned, identical wafers yields a single, perfectly bonded wafer without defects, miscut of the wafer results in steps on the wafer surfaces and thus edge dislocations at the bonded interfaces are created. Bonding wafers with rotational twist leads additionally to a network of screw dislocations at the interface, in dependence of the twist situation is the 90
• twist, e.g. between monoatomic steps, giving a (2x2) reconstructed interface and consisting of structural units called the 42m-dreidl [7] . The dreidl structure is found to be also the minimum energy configuration in DFT-LDA simulations. All interface relaxations, however, are strongly influenced by the atomic potential model used, as it is demonstrated in Figs. 2-4 comparing MD interface simulations with Tersoff and BOP4+, respectively. Figs. 2 and 3 show the resulting minimum structures gained for • angle, 22nm box, orthogonal dimers: structural difference using Tersoff (green) and BOP4+ potentials (red).
higher annealing temperatures (900K) of a wafer bonded interface with a twist rotation of 2.8
• . The [001]-projections of the bonds normal to the bonded interface up to overnext neighbors is given in Figs. 2 (a) and (b) for the MD relaxation with Tersoff and BOP4+ potentials, respectively. In Fig. 3 the [110] projection is shown, with both the Tersoff and the BOP4+ simulation projected by different colors into the same view. One reveals the more located imperfectly bonded regions around the screw dislocations for the Tersoff potential, whereas the relaxation with BOP4+ yield more stability due to the higher potential stiffness according to the 6th moment hopping terms. Finally, in Fig. 4 the pair-, bond angle-, and torsion angle distributions are shown for the 2.8
• -twist bonded interface, only 3 lattice planes around the interface are considered in distance and angle counting. The Tersoff potential yields the characteristic first and second neighbor distances as well as the bond angle of 109
• . The calculation with the BOP4+ demonstrates the characteristic deviations due to the better description of the electronic bond structure. So, for instance, the Tersoff potential is defined without torsion, thus the corresponding distribution in Fig. 4 (c) has no relevant peaks. However, the angular distribution Fig. 4 (b) shows remarkable maxima at 95
• and 125
• .
(a) (b) (c) Fig. 4 . Distribution functions for MD simulated structural models of bonded wafers with rotationally twist angle of 2.8
• annealed at 900K assuming Tersoff potential (blue) and BOP4+ potential (red): (a) radial distribution function, (b) bond angles, and (c) torsion angles.
